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Message from
the fire chief
On behalf of the dedicated men and women of

and by reducing many of the direct causes of

the Spokane Valley Fire Department (SVFD), it is

emergency incidents. We at SVFD recognize

my pleasure to present the department’s 2020

that reducing risk in our communities before

Annual Report.

emergencies happen is a better public safety

As I write this message, I must reflect on
a year that has proven to be one of the

model than simply responding to emergencies
after they happen.

most challenging in my 37 years in Fire and

Our ability to be successful is only achieved

Emergency Services. Not many of us could have

through the collective efforts of both our

predicted the impact of the pandemic on our

employee and public support. Without the

professional and personal lives. I would like

incredible support of those that we serve, many

to take a moment to remember all of those

of the successes that you will read about later

that were lost and impacted by this on-going

in this report would not have been achievable.

pandemic. We went into this together and we

This growing and ongoing support is the energy

will eventually get through this together with

that fuels the dedicated men and women of

support from one another.

SVFD and provides us the incentive to push even

I would like to acknowledge and thank all our
partner agencies in Spokane County, the State
of Washington and indeed across the Country

harder to innovate and deliver the excellent
services that you in our communities have
become accustomed to and deserve.

for their tremendous efforts put forth during

We have designed this annual report to

these challenging times. I can say without doubt

highlight our performance and some of our

that our region can be proud of the cooperation

accomplishments during 2020. I believe that this

and teamwork that all of us have given to make

report will make you as proud to live, work, and

Spokane County a safer and better place to live,

play in the “Spokane Valley” as we all are.

work and play.
Over the next year we will continue to work
hard to reduce risk to our communities through
outreach and public awareness, education,
enforcement of fire and life safety standards,

With great Respect,

Bryan Collins
Fire Chief
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significant incidents
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Jan

feb

mar

apr

may

jun

Mobile home fire
on N Donwood.
Neighbors
noticed flames
and began using
a garden hose to
help extinguish
the fire ahead of
SVFD’s arrival.

New
construction
on E Grace just
off of Pines hit
a 2-inch gas
line in a 6 foot
trench during
excavation.

Firefighters
started wearing
a heightened
level of PPE in
response to
the COVID-19
pandemic.

Fire Science
Friday launched
in response to
COVID-19 and
kids at home.

Detached garage
fire was the 5th
working fire in 7
days.

Water rescues
were a
significant
occurrence
with four
water rescues
happening the
last week of
June.

jul

aug

sep

oct

nov

dec

SVFD responded
to a commercial
structure fire,
and 2 brush
fires at the same
time in the Otis
Orchards area.

Aaron McNally
was welcomed
as the new
department
Chaplain.

A resident took
time to write
a thank you
letter to SVFD
PIO Rick Freier,
who went above
and beyond to
help residents
of an apartment
fire find a
missing cat, get
prescriptions,
find shoes for an
elderly woman,
and gather
diaper bags for
parents.

SVFD kept busy
during the first
winter storm and
responded to
over 100 calls for
service during a
24-hour shift.

SVFD responded
to an excavation
site where a 2"
gas line was
hit & severed.
One home was
evacuated, and
nearby homes
were required
to shelter in
place. SVFD
acknowledged
Spokane County
Fire District 8 for
their automatic
aid.

Ladder 8 went
into service.
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About spokane
valley fire
Spokane Valley Fire Department (SVFD)
was established in 1940. SVFD proudly
serves the Cities of Spokane Valley,
Liberty Lake, Millwood, and parts of
unincorporated Spokane County,
including the communities of Otis
Orchards, Pasadena Park, Greenacres,
and the area surrounding Liberty Lake
with a combined population of 125,000.
SVFD firefighters and paramedics
provide a variety of fire, rescue, and
emergency medical services (EMS). We
also provide fire prevention, commercial
property inspections, and public
education about fire and life safety.

Spokane Valley Fire is an Accredited Fire
Agency and has an overall Washington
Survey and Rating Bureau (WSRB)
rating of Class 2 in our municipal areas
— Cities of Liberty Lake, Millwood, and
Spokane Valley — and a Class 3 in our
unincorporated service areas of Otis
Orchards and Greenacres. We operate 10
fire stations, a Fleet Maintenance Facility,
a Training Center, and an administrative
office building located at 2120 N. Wilbur.
We employ about 200 personnel of which
90 percent are uniformed personnel, and
the remainder are civilian support staff
employees.

Spokane Valley Fire Department Board of Fire Commissioners shown l-r:
Patrick Burch; Mike Pearson; John Guarisco; Mike Kester; Bill Anderson
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Legend

Station Service Areas

Municipal Boundaries

South Valley Station #9

SVFD Boundary

A

Administration

T

Training/Maintenance

University #1

Edgecliff #6

Millwood #2

Evergreen #7

Liberty Lake #3

Pinecroft #8

Otis Orchards #4

South Valley #9

Sullivan #5

Greenacres #10

SPOKANE VALLEY FIRE DISTRICT MAP

Our mission
We are professionals who care for
our community through emergency
response and risk reduction.
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pursuing excellence
through standards
of practicE
Spokane Valley Fire
Department is Accredited
by the Commission
on Fire Accreditation
International (CFAI).

“Accreditation is the mark of an
agency that understands the importance of continuous improvement,”
said Fire Chief Bryan Collins. “SVFD
provides high quality emergency
services, and we are always looking
to improve. Accreditation promotes
excellence and encourages quality
improvement leading to higher service delivery levels for citizens.”
The Accreditation process enables fire and
emergency service agencies to examine past,
current and future service levels, internal
performance, and compare them to industry
best practices. This allows the organization to
determine community risk and safety needs,
develop community-specific Standards
of Cover, evaluate the performance of
the Department, and establish a method
for achieving continuous organizational
improvement.
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accreditation & WSRB2
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strategic plan
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4

capital plan
quality EMS Practices
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Managing
through
COVID

Timeline of events at SVFD
In early February SVFD Chief Officers began
to follow information from the World Health
Organization (WHO), monitoring the virus
outbreak in China. When the WHO declared a Public
Health Emergency and the United States instituted
international travel restrictions, Chief Collins met
with his Deputy and Division Chiefs, anticipating this
emergency would very likely impact the U.S. and
that SVFD should act quickly to be prepared.
Immediately an inventory of the departments
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) was done,
and an order was placed for additional PPE
including:
• N95 masks
• Gloves
• Sanitizer
• Cartridge filters
• Gowns and more
Our orders were filled and we received them by the
end of February, ensuring we had some stores of
PPE for our crews.
A Command Team was assembled by Deputy Chief
Arold and an Incident Action Plan was developed
and implemented department wide. The Chiefs
managed COVID-19 like a large-scale emergency,
one that SVFD, as a Public Safety Agency, would
respond to on any given day with:
• A command structure
• An Incident Action Plan (IAP)
• Updates to the IAP on a weekly
and sometimes daily basis
COVID-19 policies and protocol were quickly put
into place which included:
• Expanded use of mask wearing to include
inside and outside of fire stations.
• Social Distancing practices.
• Daily station cleaning procedures.
• Daily health check procedures to
be followed 2 times a day.
• Utilization of Federal Reimbursement
Monies for First Responder exposure
By the end of February and beginning of March SVFD
was well prepared in case COVID-19 did become a
widespread threat inside the United States.
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Community outreach and

public engagement
Because of COVID-19 and physical distancing
practices in place, SVFD had to get creative to
continue serving our community. This year we did
things a little differently.

In Our Schools
• Fire Science Friday – an on-line learning
opportunity was hosted by Firefighter
and Fire Science Guy, Rick Freier.
• Medic Monday - we continued our on-line
learning and added a medical component
with Firefighter and Paramedic, RW Pegau

In our Community
• Birthday Party Drive Thru’s – kids
could not come to us or have
parties, so we went to them!
• Halloween Drive Thru – kids couldn’t
trick-or-treat, so we made a COVID-19
safe trick or treat opportunity giving
away 300+ trick or treat bags and some
free pizza donated by David’s Pizza.
• Spokane Valley Fire Local 876 Coats for Kids
– Local 876 had a record year collecting over
900 brand-new winter coats for kids, all going
towards kids in Spokane Valley Area Schools.
• Board of Fire Commissioner Meetings – the
public could not come to meetings so we went
to the public, streaming live on Facebook,
YouTube, and on spokanevalleyfire.com.

Community Relations
• Subscribe to our newsletter
• Find us on Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter, YouTube, LinkedIn, Nextdoor
• Visit our website
• Attend our Board of Fire
Commissioner meetings
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The four-year M&O
Replacement Levy provides
essential funding for the
continued delivery of high-

ARU

quality fire, rescue, and

• 2 additional squads

emergency medical services
to a growing population of
more than 125,000 citizens
across the greater Spokane
Valley including Liberty Lake,
Millwood, and Otis Orchards.

Levy dollars in action

Water Boat
• 1 additional boat

Station 11
• Future site Station 11 and new
Maintenance Facility
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Finance
funding

Taxes
$42,407,419 94.83%

The majority of funding is received
from the regular property tax
and the voted excess levy. SVFD
also receives funding from fire
permits and fire mobilization
reimbursements.

Expense summary
The SVFD budget is broken into
four major categories:
• Wages/Benefits
• Maintenance/Operations
(supplies and services)
• Capital (buildings
and apparatus)
• Transfer to the LEOFF
I Pension Fund

Program expenses
The SVFD budget is broken down
to seven major divisions:
• Operations (fire suppression/
emergency medical services)
• Administration
• Capital
• Prevention
• Training
• Facilities
• Shop (apparatus
maintenance)

Fees for Services
$762,209 1.70%
Grants
$37,168 0.08%

total

$44,720,884

Wages/Benefits
$31,559,509 80.09%

Miscellaneous
$1,514,087 3.39%

Maintenance/Operations
$3,942,747 10.01%
LEOFF 1 Pension Transfer
$1,000,000 2.54%

total

$39,404,245

Capital
$2,901,989 7.36%

Administration
$5,178,507 13.14%

Operations
$28,151,765 71.44%

Capital
$2,901,989 7.36%
Prevention
$1,438,451 3.65%

total

$39,404,245

Training
$627,227 1.59%
Facilities
$481,473 1.22%
Shop
$624,834 1.59%
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Response types and volumes
average

calls per day

51

ems
response
15,021

total
incidenTs

Advanced Life Support

8,266

Basic Life Support

6,755

18,789

EMS - BLS & ALS

15,021

Fire - Structure/Vehicle/Brush/Alarm

2,385

MVA (motor vehicle accident)

932

Service Call (single engine)

197

Hazardous Materials

182

Water Rescue

37

Structure

1,099

Extrication Full Response

35

Alarm System Response

1,068

Brush

121

Vehicle

97

[80%
14

fire
response

of calls are
EMS related

2,385

]

2020 response by station
Edgecliff

Millwood

Pinecroft

Sullivan

Otis Orchards

6306 E. Sprague

9111 E. Frederick

2110 N. Wilbur

15510 E. Marietta

22405 E. Wellesley

#6
2,058

#2
1,654

#8
2,765

#5
1,087

#4
660

Future Station #11
Barker & Garland

4
11
2
5

8

3
6

10

1
7

9

#1
2,381

#9
1,458

#7
2,924

#10
2,037

#3
1,237

University

South Valley

Evergreen

Greenacres

Liberty Lake

10319 E. Sprague

12121 E. 32nd

1121 S. Evergreen

17217 S. Sprague

21300 E. Country Vista Dr.
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Emergency medical
All Firefighters of the SVFD
are Emergency Medical

ROSC

Technicians (EMTs), with
approximately 25% trained

(Return of Spontaneous Circulation) after just chest
compressions is as follows for non-traumatic arrests:

Patient
Survival Rate

to Paramedic standards.
Pre hospital emergency

# of Patients
Survived/Total #
of Patients

medical treatment
accounts for 85% of SVFD

Event Type

responses annually!
Medical response needs
continue to increase every
year. Because of this, SVFD

Asystole - lack of heart rhythm
VF - abnormal heart rhythm
VT - fast heart rhythm
Other - any other abnormal
rhythm outside of VF/VT

53.8% 76.5% 72.7% 24.1% 52.9% 61.5%
7/13

13/17

8/11

7/29

9/17

8/13

Witnessed
bystander
Asystole

Witnessed
bystander
VF/VT

Witnessed
bystander
other rhythm

Unwitnessed
bystander
Asystole

Unwitnessed
bystander
VF/VT

Unwitnessed
bystander
other rhythm

cardiac arrest survival rates*

now fields two Alternative
Response Units (ARUs) to
bring emergency medical
care to our citizens in a
responsive and cost
effective manner.

Patient
Survival Rate

17.5%

29.3%

13.6%

52.9%

69.2%

# of Patients

114

41

59

17

13

Overall for
non-traumatic
cardiac arrest

Witnessed by
bystander

Unwitnessed

Utstein**
(witnessed
and found
in shockable
rhythm)

Utstein
Bystander**
(Utstein +
bystander
CPR/AED)

Event Type

* From CARES reporting (Cardiac Arrest Registry to Enhance Survival)

total # of
paramedics

49

total # of
emts

128

grants to
improve services

$1.7m
From COVID CARES Act for the
purchase of Zoll cardiac monitors
and equipment.
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** ROSC is the major metric we focus on. It is based on EMS performance on scene.
Utstein and Utstein Bystander are also important metrics, but they incorporate the
actions taken after the patient has transported to the hospital for definitive care.

services

BLS Basic life support. Advanced first aid and transport of injuries and
illnesses by emergency medical technicians.

ALS Advanced life support. More critical patients receiving medical
assessment, treatment, and transport by a paramedic. ALS level 2
transports are the highest level of care, involving paramedic interventions
such as multiple medications, airway management and defibrillation.

At the heart of SREC are the talented Professionals who are here to answer 9-1-1 or Crime
Check calls, dispatch responders, administer support, and maintain all the necessary
systems that are needed to accomplish our mission. Our team continues to navigate all the
changes and progression that a dynamic Communications Center needs to develop, all while
concentrating on getting the ‘right resources to the right location with an uncompromising
focus on responder and citizen safety.’ We are grateful for their hard work and dedication to
the responders and citizens of Spokane County.” – Lori Markham, SREC Executive Director

2020
total calls

557,136
Spokane regional
emergency
communications
(SREC)

911

2020
calls for svfd

18,789
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recruit academy
In 2020, SVFD held a split Fire
Recruit Academy with 14 recruits
attending. During the academy, the
recruits learned basic skills needed
to deliver high-level emergency
services and to assume a functional
role during their probationary year
working in each of the 10 SVFD
Fire Stations. Recruits started on
August 9 together. The class then
split because of differing skill
level needs. SVFD held a COVID
driven class with 5 recruits at the
SVFD Training Facility graduating
ahead of the other 9. Nine recruits
went to North Bend to attend the
Washington State Fire Academy
(WSFA). Before receiving any
certifications from the WSFA, the
academy was canceled due to
COVID. The 9 recruits returned to
SVFD to attend our own Spokane
Regional Fire Academy. Recruits
received certification in structural
and wildland fire fighting,
hazardous materials, emergency
driving, and more.
We are pleased to announce the
graduation of the 2020 class from
the academy, for a total of 14 new
Firefighters to our Fire Department.

total # of
new recruits

14

18

total
Personnel

204

fleet total

total units

70

mental health app
The Cordico App is a tool that allows
Firefighters a place to leave their work at
work, go home and be present there, and
most importantly have a chance at work-life
balance. The Wellness App provides access
to therapists, peer support, and the leading
Firefighter wellness solution available
nationwide offering confidential, in-hand,
on-demand 24/7 access to 30+ modules
on topics such as alcohol, depression,
emotional health, family support, financial
fitness, mindfulness, psychological first aid,
sleep optimization, and stress management.

3 New units

additional

• Ladder 8
• 2 BC Trucks (V21 and V22)
• 2 new Squads (ARUs)

• 10 Trailers
• 1 Boat

Sometimes Firefighters can’t unsee or
unhear some of those 911 calls they go
on. Some of them are heart wrenching.
Some of them are painful. All of them
become memories that as a Firefighter,
we must manage and set aside to meet
each new day’s emergency call,” said
Firefighter and Local 876 President,
Shawn Pichette. “This Wellness App
provides First Responders confidential
access to therapists, peer support,
help with emotional stress, stress
management, PTSD and other needs.”
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Prevention & community
risk reduction
The Prevention Division measures
participation in public events,
smoke alarm installations, school
program participation, and annual
incident data. Community Risk
Reduction(CRR) is a process to
identify and prioritize local risks,
followed by the integrated and
strategic investment of resources
to reduce their occurrence and

impact. In other words, it is a
process to help communities
find out what their risks are and
develop a plan to reduce the risks
viewed as high priority. The steps
involved in the CRR are conducting
a Community Risk Assessment
(CRA), developing a CRR plan,
implementing the plan, and
evaluating the plan.

2020 prevention accomplishments
Fire Marshal Greg Rogers

plan
reviews

1468

804 permits
BY TYPE
Building Plan Review ..... 85
Compressed Gasses ....... 44
Event ............................. 18
Fire Alarm ..................... 94
Fire Sprinkler ................ 126
Fireworks ...................... 9
Grading ......................... 76
Racking ......................... 13
Hood ............................. 20
Other ............................ 12
Plat Pre Approval .......... 121
Tenant Improvement .... 141
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permit
inspections

894

fire
investigations

70

70 investigations
FIRE DEPARTMENT BOUNDARY
SVFD ....................... 65
Assist FD 8 &13 ........ 5
CAUSE OF FIRE
Accidental ............... 44
Incendiary .............. 11
Undetermined ......... 15
BUILDING VALUE SAVED/LOST
Saved (87%) ............ $13,535,094
Lost (13%) ............... $1,964,438
BUILDING CONTENT SAVED/LOST
Saved (50%) ............ $934,231
Lost (41%) ............... $636,351

CRR School Programs
The three school districts serviced within
the SVFD jurisdiction closed at the onset
of COVID-19. SVFD immediately shifted to
provide 12 weeks of virtual fire and life safety
content for five separate age groups.
Development of 2020/2021 school program
material shifted to a virtual offering. SVFD
adopted the “Sound Off” national program
(2nd grade), developed by the Michigan
Public Health Institute with a grant from
USDHS/FEMA. This program includes
required KPI submissions including,
classes taught, students taught, and preand post-instruction knowledge surveys.
Unfortunately, the additional strains on
the educational systems prevented the
programs from being adopted in 2020. SVFD
plans to launch “Sound Off” in 2021 for both
2nd and 3rd grade as we have been chosen
to participate with the Washington State
Fire Marshal Office, as they have been a
participant included in a new two-year FEMA
FY19 grant award for “Sound Off’.

CRR in the community
SMOKE ALARM INSTALLS
Homes Entered ...... 101
Alarms Installed ..... 211
FIRE SAFETY TALKS
Events ................... 4
Attendees .............. 125
SCIENCE FAIR
Events ................... 2
Attendees .............. 730
STATION TOURS
Events ................... 7
Attendees .............. 116
COMMUNITY PR EVENTS
Events ................... 2
Attendees .............. 463
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Extrication

Technical Rescue

SVFD has 4 Fire Stations that have crews dedicated
to extrication assignments. Extrication crews use
a systematic process to help remove drivers and
passengers safely from entrapment in vehicles
involved in collisions.

SVFD’s Special Operations team is divided into
two major areas of emphasis, Technical Rescue
and Water Rescue. The Tech Rescue team trains
weekly to enhance their skills in the areas of
High Angle, Confined Space and Trench Rescue
scenarios.

Hazardous Materials
The SVFD and adjoining fire districts in
coordination with the Spokane Fire Department’s
Regional Hazardous Materials Team (and several
supporting federal agencies) provide a unified
response to any hazardous materials response that
might occur in Spokane County. The SVFD ensures
its firefighters maintain a “Hazardous Materials
Response Awareness Level” to allow them to work
effectively alongside different agencies.

Helicopter Rescue/Medic
Support Unit. They supply four HRMs (paramedics)
and one pilot which provides back country
medical support & rescue by helicopter within a
one hundred plus mile radius.
HRMs use a helicopter hoist to reach a patient for
treatment and extraction. The Spokane Regional
Air Support Unit (SRASU) is the only operation
to provide this service between Snohomish/King
Counties in WA to Kalispell County in Montana.

Ice Rescue
Fire Crews located in Stations near bodies of water
are trained to rescue people from the ice and cold
water during winter months. Training is intensive,
laborious, and dangerous and requires the use of
dry suits.

Rescue Task Force
The SVFD has been an area leader in fielding
21 members of the Rescue Task Force. The RTF,
made up of Paramedics and EMTs, sadly, is the
fire service’s response to criminal mass casualty
events. RTFs regularly train with the Spokane
County Sheriff’s Office SWAT team.
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Water Rescue
SVFD’s Special Operations team is divided into two
major areas of emphasis, Technical Rescue and
Water Rescue. With the Spokane River running the
length of SVFD’s service area, the Water Rescue
team stands ready to provide and/or assist rescue
in both swift and still water scenarios.

Wildland Fire
SVFD equips and staffs two Type 5 Brush Trucks
and one Type 6 Brush Truck for off road use in the
Wildland Urban Interface to help fight brush and
wildland fires. These small mobile 4WD vehicles
can go off road which helps keep our larger fire
apparatus safe on asphalt.

Special operations
AND RESPONSE
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Fire Administration
2120 N. Wilbur Rd.
Spokane Valley, WA 99206
509-928-1700
spokanevalleyfire.com

